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Abstract: The paper’s aim is to modeling the dynamic context and relations of affecting and forming 

components on competitive Intelligence (CI) context. The research method is based on system dynamics. The 

insurance industry’s senior experts formed the research population. These loops are the infrastructure of 

organizational intelligence. The research approach is dynamic modeling. The models have casual aspects. The 

data collection is based on scientific documents, focus groups and deep interview with scholars in insurance 

industry. The sampling survey is target one which its size determined by maximum precautions estimation. The 

design software of looped dynamic models is VENSIM. 
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I. Introduction 

Excessive accumulation of knowledge at competition levels is one of the features of new organizations so that 

increasing the amount of information in the organizations and the necessity of its use in organizational decision 

lead to the emergence of a phenomenon called CI in the last two decades. CI is considered as a strategic 

management tool and one of the fastest development areas of business. It is also considered as an important 

technique in the creation of competitive advantage [21]. CI, which is also called business intelligence, was 

developed in the context of business in 1980. Although the main source of it goes back to the decades before 

1980, the main idea came from Michael Porter in order to use CI techniques to analyze the rivals and industries. 

Since the end of the Cold War, CI – once widely used in the military environment – has rapidly infiltrated into 

business competition [18]. One reason for the emergence of the knowledge is explosion of information that has 

been developed through increasing information and reflection in the proliferation and dissemination of global 

commercial database. Another reason for the growth of the knowledge might be the nature of the period we are 

living in; time for major changes in the political and social globalization, increasing the speed of business, 

increasing global competition, more invasive competition and rapid technological change [7]. 

In fact, CI is the ability of a systematic process of collecting and analyzing environmental data and information 

related to competitors, customers, suppliers, industry and market trends and future behavioral patterns. It is 

known as the art of attracting and transferring knowledge from outside of an organization and environment 

according to specific rules and certain regulations to the organization for protecting from competitive threats, 

identifying and exploiting potential opportunities and building the future [11]. In fact, CI is purposeful and 

coordinated monitoring of competitor activity and identifying them within the framework of the target market, 

so it is the process of employing ethical and legal methods to discover, provision and delivery of required 

information to decision makers who want to enhance their business competitive potential. It can be said in the 

definition of CI that it is gathering information about the environment and competitors intelligently in order to 

create and maintain competitive advantage [14].  

Intelligent systems monitor the organization’s environment, take the events under their supervision and provide 

required knowledge. Thus, CI is a systematic process for acquiring the knowledge of rivals, evaluation of them 

in order to simplifying organizational learning and improving, isolation and targeting them in the context of the 

industry, market and customers [13]. CI cannot be considered aligned with other CI intelligence is beyond all of 

them so that business intelligence, knowledge management and some of other knowledge-based systems could 

be considered in the framework of CI [24]. In fact, CI is a backbone of the foundation of competitive advantage 

is based on it and the strength of these systems provides sustainable capacity and capabilities for CI [8]. 

Knowledge management (KM) and business intelligence (BI) are closely related to CI. KM focuses on how you 

can best manage knowledge within your organization, and externally – to customers of the organization and its 

stakeholders. Similarly, BI is concerned with improving the way information is taken and shared, in order to 

make it widely available throughout the organization [19]. 
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II. Literature Review 

Table 1: Summary of previous research 
Results Related Study Researchers 

Indices of successful implementation of business intelligence in 
organizations: identifying management requirements, recruitment of 

qualified personnel, data collection, applying analytical procedures, 

formulation of appropriate strategies 

How to create competitive 

intelligence in organizations 
Mohn, 1989 

The dimensions of competitive intelligence: networking capabilities, 

process-orientation, organizational capabilities such as concentration, 
learning, creativity and development 

Designing the competitive 

advantage model of automotive 
industry in Iran 

Mehri & 

Hosseini, 2005 

Application of business intelligence at the strategic level of insurance 
industry, helping to increase the overall efficiency of the organization 

and optimizing processes 

Real time of business intelligence 

for adaptive entrepreneurship 

Azvine, et al, 

2006 

The most important problems in order to develop competitive 
intelligence in organizations: shortage of skilled labor, insufficient 

participation of executives and legal and ethical issues 

Competitive intelligence: a multi 
phase approach to marketing 

strategies 

Dishman & 

Calof, 2008 

The components of competitive intelligence: information technology, pay 

attention to the organization’s inner and outer processes and management 
approach to innovation and creativity 

Presentation of competitive 

intelligence model in South Africa 
car industry 

Muller, 2009 

 

III. Research Methodology 

In the present investigation, library and internet resources including books, articles and English and Persian 

theses were used in the theoretical principles formulation for the confirmation of CI context variables and 

creation of scientific framework. Moreover, expert opinions based on focal interview relying on Delphi method 

according to the researcher made questionnaire was used in the test and development of basic theoretical 

framework of research model. Eventually, the methods of inferential statistics and system dynamism were used 

after data collection and summarization. The methods of systems dynamism and related functions such as pulse 

and step functions and sensitivity analysis using Vensim software were used in the present investigation; 

moreover, structural equations were used in order to determine the relationships of research model variables and 

associated tests. The population consisted of insurance industry experts including senior and middle managers of 

insurance industry in iran. The sampling method of the research is purposeful, and the sample size method based 

on maximum precautionary estimation was employed in order to determine the sample size of the population 

considering the limited access to the sample experts. 

IV. Findings 

CI context is the readiness within the organization and the organizational infrastructure that is the first step in 

organizational intelligence. In other words, the implementation of CI process is facilitated in case of availability 

of CI.  

 
 

The components of CI context and their dynamic relations were obtained through previous research context, 

focus groups and deep interview with scholars in insurance industry, and they were approved by structural 

equations. The components consisted of manager’s perception of competitive intelligence(MPCI), employee’s 
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Figure 1: The Dynamic casual model of CI context in insurance industry 
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perception of competitive intelligence(EPCI), staff training, communication skills of the employees, motivating 

the employees, cross-culture knowledge, employees commitment to the organization, Training potential of 

employees, Training potential of managers, change resistance, considering CI as a vital organizational 

requirement, directors board support and encouraging the employees to share information. The casual model of 

CI context is presented in figure 1. In the description of dynamic loops, the first variable is increased firstly and 

the impact is shown throughout the system. 

The director board supports the implementation of CI which has upgraded  by increasing in considering CI as a 

vital organizational requirement. Therefore, the motivation of staff in cooperation in the process of CI increases. 

Employees with more motivation have more understanding of CI ultimately, and this more understanding leads 

to considering CI as a vital organizational requirement. Thus, a positive and amplifier feedback loop is created, 

which the increase in considering CI as a vital organizational requirement has positive effect on this variable. 

Figure 2 presents the loop. 

Figure 2: The Dynamic loop of employee perception of CI 

 
 

Figure 3: The Dynamic loop of manager perception of CI 

 
In figure 3, the company’s training programs on CI is increased by increasing in the directors board supports 

from the program of CI within the organization, so the understanding of the employees from CI increases. This 
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increased perception comes from interactions with their managers, which the MPCI increases and CI within the 

organization takes into consideration. Consequently, the directors board supports increases and a positive loop 

will be created, which the directors board supports has positive impact on the variable. In figure 4, MPCI is 

increased by increasing in EPCI, and this comes from employees' interaction with their managers. 

Consequently, more motivation will be emerged in the employees for accepting developed CI programs and the 

EPCI increases. So, this loop is an amplifier loop too, and this variable has positive impact on itself. In figure 5, 

the EPCI is increased by increasing in staff training in the field of CI. Employees’ more perception of CI leads 

to the advantages of achieving CI in the organization, increase in considering CI as a vital organizational 

requirement and attracting support of senior managers from all CI programs. More directors board supports 

ultimately provide more training for the employees. 

Figure 4: The dynamic loop of creating motivation in employees 

 

 
Figure 5: The Dynamic loop of employees training 
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V. Conclusion and Recommendations 

Studying the loops CI context shows that CI context is considered as context and infrastructure for CI within 

organizations, which strongly affects CI in the organizations. The loops demonstrates that all variables of CI 

context have dynamic relations with each other directly and indirectly in a way that variables are affected one 

after another by change in a variable contentiously, and these impacts return to the changed variable with delay 

and as a feedback. The present research demonstrates that a director board supports is of key variables among 

the context variables that almost affects all the variables. It can be said that the development of CI in 

organizations and the organization’s performance are improved by directors board supports, which is affected by 

their perception of CI and their approach to CI. Therefore, it is proposed to provide training courses on CI for 

organizations' senior managers and to justify them about the advantages of CI in achieving sustainable 

competitive advantage in the organization and to deem CI necessary in the organization. In this regard, 

increasing the managers' training budget is effective. It is determinant in organization’s CI and achieving 

sustainable competitive advantage. Moreover, it is proposed to use specialty and personality choices in the 

recruitment of senior managers, because the CI is affected by managers' ability. In addition, the managers' 

personality features such as resistance to changes is determinant in the acceptance of CI. 
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